SYNOPSIS
"Love is a mystery. Everything in it are phenomenon all of them equally unexplainable. Everything in it is illogical. Everything in it is
vague and absurd." Gustavo Adolfo Bécquer

Two opposite beings meet at a surrealistic setting, where colors set their pace, and where love, guided by circus and dance, is the
key element of the whole show.
We present a totally circular show so that the audience is situated at 360°, like love and life, which make us turn around, and
through movement we will travel into our emotions, our encounters and disencounters.

Lanördika circus and dance

is a company based in Andalusia, formed by Darío Dumont and Greta García, who decide to bet
on their own line of work, through the fusion of disciplines and contemporary language.

Darío Dumont Swinkels
 Revelation Artist Award 2016 at the Andalusian Circus Awards (PACA).
He began his training in the world of performing arts at the International School of Circus Arts in Granada (Circo del Arte) and continued at the
CAU International School of Circus and Theater in Granada, at the same time as he obtained the Graduate in Sciences of the Physical Activity
and Sport (INEF) at the University of Granada, 2014. He receives annual and monographic courses in acrobatics and acrobatics in which he
specializes in the hand of Miguel Moreno (Bolo), besides juggling, theater, tumbling, flying trapeze, clown and dance. He has worked as an
acrobat and portor with the show ” Do not disturb ” of the company from Granada, Vaivén Circo, and currently with the circus company Vol’e
Temps, specialized in acrobatic duo, “Paper worlds”. In 2015 he created his first number of solo cabaret, balancing in rolls (rolabola) and
acrobatics, premiered at the Circada Festival and participating in various galas. He is co-producer, acrobat and equilibrist of “Ludo Circus
Show”, show directed by Antonio J. Gómez (“The great Dimitri”).

Greta García Jonsson
 Lorca Award Best Female Contemporary Dancer 2017 & Best Female Performer Award 2016 at FITC Bucharest.
She obtains the Professional Degree of Classical Dance in 2010, and continues her training in contemporary dance at the Andalusian Dance
Center of 2010/2013. She has participated as an interpreter and dancer with the company. Porinercia Theater (Baldo Ruiz) in “Experts in …”, also
in “Welcome to the Montgomery Experience” and with the company. Date.Danza acting in the work “What is my name?”, FETEN 2014 Award for
best show for early childhood. Co-creator of the Hermanas Gestring, along with Laura Morales, generating multiple proposals, such as
“GOODGIRL”, currently on tour, 1st Prize Choreographed Ceremony Madrid 2017, receiving Choreographer Award DanceWEB Grant. Coproducer and dancer in the project “Ludo” Circus Show directed by Antonio J. Gómez (“The great Dimitri”); She assiduously collaborates with the
artist Anna Jonsson in various works and performances such as “All take advange from the pig”. And participates as an interpreter in AtraBilis /
Angélica Liddell in the work “What will I do with this sword?” Premiered at the Avignon Festival 2016.

GENERAL INFORMATION
The show is suitable for all ages.
Circular format, 360°
Circus and dance, no spoken text.
Duration: 50 minutes.

.

ARTISTIC TEAM
Creation and interpretation: Darío Dumont and Greta García
Dramaturgy: Alba Sarraute
Direction: Rosa Díaz
Actoral assistance: Noelia Rosa
Lighting design: Ernesto Monza
Costume design: Anna Jonsson
Scenography: Anna Jonsson, Pepe del Pino, En Ascuas Forja
Music: Morten Jespersen
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Pepe de la Blanca
pepe@insulacultural.com
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Laura Campoy
laura@insulacultural.com
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INTERNATIONAL TOUR
Violaine Bailleul
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THE COMPANY
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